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“What’s this doing with you? I don’t mean to be 
funny, mate, but it’s a bit scruffy!”

It wasn’t until 2015, when I was detained by a 
pernickety Melbourne airport border offi cial, that it 
dawned on me: perhaps it is unusual for a man in his 
forties to be packing a small, timeworn polar bear in 
his suitcase for a three-day business trip. 

Until then, it had never crossed my mind what 
others might think of this habit I’d gotten into in my 
twenties. Back then, on holidays, I’d stuff a plushy 
alongside my clothes and toiletries into a carry-on 
– injecting it fi rst with an imaginary tranquilizer so 
it could “sleep” on the journey – then, on arrival, 
prop it against a pillow to allow it a comfortable 
recuperation, and sleep next to it as if at home.

My rationale was always the same: these stuffed 
animals came loaded with emotional signifi cance 
and had taken on lifelike qualities. They became real-
life companions on my literal and fi gurative journey. 
They were embodiments of pivotal phases in my life 
– relationships I’d had, people who had passed away. 
The bear, the seal or the dog was now a keepsake 
that immortalized a special memory on which I’d 
bestowed anthropomorphic traits. 

For instance, I imagined my older polar bear, 
Oscar, to have a soft baritone voice that greeted 
me warmly when I came to bed on time; gently 
admonished and advised me to take a painkiller if I’d 
stumble in late and drunk; and groaned softly if I ever 
set my alarm early. He was my custodian: the stoic, 
non-judgmental, kindly observer of my everyday 
movements. He had, to all intents, become a person.

The notion that I was infantilizing my adulthood, 
or that “plushophilia” (yes, the term really exists) 
could be perceived as an eccentricity, was far from 
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For some, the stuffed animals 
we cherish as children stay with 
us on our journeys through the 
world and through our adult lives

Go pack your 
plushies

my mind. Just as my favorite songs took on new 
meaning as my life hurtled forth – a slushy Stevie 
Wonder song that later became the soundtrack to 
a best friend’s wedding, a rock ballad that foretold 
with eerie prescience my own romantic tribulations 
– so too did my ursine co-travelers. 

It was fortunate, to say the least, that as I 
grew older my partners were not just animal 
lovers themselves, but strangely sympathetic to 
my plushy-packing peccadillos – the remarkable 
woman who eventually became my wife even does 
the same herself. After visiting the Indonesian 
island of Flores last February, we invested in an 
untypically slim, even-tempered Komodo dragon 
whom we named Celi after our tour guide, and who 
has since breezed through customs checks to grace 
hotel bedrooms as far afi eld as London.

As we amass animal souvenirs from our travels 
– a wide-eyed koala from Australia, a rather 
impatient-looking squid from Sri Lanka, two elegant 
deer hand-embroidered by a friend from our Bali 
wedding – and watch them multiply colorfully by 
our bedside, they serve as potent milestones of our 
marriage. Gazing back at us, our plushies remind 
us that like the innate needs of our childhood that 
never die, memories of life-affi rming journeys 
should last forever. – Julian Edwards
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